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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Guibert Del Marmol - A former business director, he is
currently an adviser, author and speaker on the subject of
positive economy. He is active in the fields of innovation,
sustainability and responsible investment.

Günter Pauli - the 'Steve Jobs of sustainable
development'; he tirelessly promotes a great number of
solutions throughout the planet connected not only with
circular economics but also 'positive ecology', which he
calls the 'blue economy'. Here it is not about being less
bad, producing less waste, but being good from the start,
conceiving products capable of de-polluting nature through
their functioning, and not simply polluting it less.

Navi Radjou - author of Frugal Innovation: How to do
better with less, showing how innovation is not only
technological or digital but can occur thanks to the daily
ingenuity of millions of people, including above all those
in the planet's most disadvantaged countries.
International conference speaker having participated
many times in the World Economic Forum and other
large events at a similar level.

Tomáš Sedláček - economist, former adviser to Vaclav
Havel, author of the international bestseller The Economy
of Good and Evil, showing that the economy - today
transformed into a series of equations and rationalizations
based on individual interest, if not egoism - is in fact a moral
choice between this egoism and the common good. He has
also theorized the way in which the economy could be
reoriented towards a different form of growth, not
quantitative but qualitative.
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TEDx FORMAT PRESENTATIONS
Jean-Philippe Desbiolles - Vice-president for Cognitive
Solutions with the IBM Watson Group. Benefiting from 20
years’ experience leading innovative, cross-industry and
breakthrough projects, Jean-Philippe focuses on driving the
reinvention of business institutions leveraging digital, artificial
intelligence (AI), advanced analytics & Internet of Things
(IoT) capabilities.

Kelvin Doe - At the age of 14 he succeeded in electrifying his
village in Sierra Leone thanks to a grid of batteries made of
metallic waste material. He also constructed a radio station for
his village out of electronic waste. Invited to MIT at the age of 16,
he embodies frugal or 'jugaad' innovation and will thus illustrate
the presentation of Navi Radjou by his personal example.

Chido Govero - As an orphan born in Zimbabwe, she met
Günter Pauli at the age of 12, who reveals to her the
possibilities for eating thanks to the rapid growth of
mushrooms. She contributes to the development of
mushroom cultivation using coffee waste. Today she travels
throughout the world to set up mushroom farms based on
the technique that she invented.

ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS
Gilles Babinet - The first president of the French Digital
Council (Conseil National du Numérique), he is currently
France's ‘digital champion’ and contributes to promoting the
benefits of a digital society in France.

Michael Baeriswyl - He leads the Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning Group at Swisscom Enterprise Customers,
where he and his team are applying artificial intelligence to
increase individual potential and automatize processes.
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ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS (continued)

Alain Bensoussan - A lawyer who since 1978
has been helping his clients regarding law with
respect to computing and telecommunications as
well as digital and advanced technologies more
generally.

Nicolas Buttet – Theologian, assistant professor of sociology
at Geneva and Fribourg Universities, assistant to Cardinal
Etchegaray at the Council for Justice and Peace in Rome.

Frederick Chavalit Tsao – President of IMC Holdings
(Singapore), he closely follows the special challenges faced
by family businesses and the latter’s role in economic
development.

Laurence Devillers – Professor at the ParisSorbonne University and researcher at the
CNRS computer laboratory for mechanics and
engineering sciences (Limsi).

Hicham El Habti – Co-ordinator of the energy
liberation process within the OCP group,
Marocco’s leading company.

Sébastien Fanti – A lawyer studying for a law doctorate
in the field of advanced technologies (cloud computing),
he works within the international Lexing network
composed of lawyers focusing on technology. He is the
data protection and transparency officer for the Canton
de Valais.
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ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS (continued)

Arnaud Gangloff - President of Kea & Partners, a leading
top-management consulting firm. For over fifteen years
managerial innovation has been his speciality.

Alexandre Gérard - CEO of inov-On, he is currently
one of the best-known French leaders in the field of
‘freed businesses’.

Pierre Giorgini - former research director for Orange,
currently president-rector of Lille Catholic University, he
is the author of several books including La
Transformation
fulgurante
(The
lightning
transformation).

Carlos Moreira – A former UN expert in the area of computer
technology and digital security, in 1999 he founded WISeKey in
Geneva, a business providing database security.

Elisabeth Moreno
- Qualified in business and
commercial law, since January 2017 she has been at
the head of Lenovo France. For her, business has a
duty to serve its collaborators.

Andy Müller-Maguhn - Spokesman for the Chaos Computer
Club, one of the principal international associations of hackers.
He is the co-author together with Julian Assange of
Cypherpunks: Freedom and the Future of the Internet.
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ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS (continued)

Jean Michel Quéguiner – A former teacher, he founded and for
31 years directed Bretagne Ateliers, a business employing 500
works including 380 handicapped, where he developed an
exemplary managerial model.

Eric Salobir – A Dominican priest and president of the Optic
(Dominicans for technology, information and communication)
network, he is a consultor to the Vatican Secretariat for
communications

Anna Ukhanova – She is one of the chief researchers at the
Google research centre in Zurich, devoted to the development
of machine learning.

Bertrand Vergely – Philosopher and theologian. He recently
published La Tentation de l’Homme-Dieu (The Temptation of the
Man-God), a caution against the Promethean side of certain
advocates of new technologies.

Christopher Wasserman – Holder of an MBA from the University of
New York, he is the co-founder and president of the Ecophilos
Foundation as well as the Zermatt Summit Foundation. He is also the
founder and president of the TeroLab Surface Group business based in
Lausanne.

MODERATORS

Emmanuelle Dancourt Journalist and television
presenter.

Guido Palazzo – Professor
of business ethics on the
HEC faculty of Lausanne
University.

Jean Staune – Zermatt
Summit programme
director, prospectivist,
philosopher of science.
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PROGRAM DAYS 1 AND 2
20.00
20.15

8.30 a.m.
9.15
9.30

Christopher Wasserman (President of Zermatt Summit
Foundation): Welcome address
Tomáš Sedláček keynote lecture: What economy for humanity’s
harmonious development?

Günter Pauli lecture:
Ecological innovation in practice
Format TedX presentation by Chido Govero
Will mushrooms save humanity?

10.15

Navi Radjou lecture:
Frugal innovation: doing more with less
Format TedX presentation by Kelvin Doe

10.30

Networking break

11.00

11.45

Guibert Del Marmol lecture:
The ‘regenerative’ economy: economy, ecology and
meaning
Turningpoint

12.00

Common theme: Jean Staune

12.15

Double parallel workshops: Session 1
Led by: G. Pauli, T. Sedláček , N. Radjou, G. Del Marmol

13.15
14.45

Lunch
Double parallel workshops: Session 2
Same leaders as session 1

15.45

Round table: Managerial innovation
Participants: Alexandre Gérard, Hicham El Habti, Jean-Michel
Quéguiner, Arnaud Gangloff, Frederick Chavalit Tsao.
Moderator Guido Palazzo

16.45
17.00

Format TedX presentation by Jean-Philippe Desbiolles:
What is the impact of Artificial Intelligence on companies?
Networking break

17.20

Elizabeth Sombart: piano recital (45 min.)

18.05

End of concert

18.45

Departure for the "Swiss Dinner": rendez-vous at the bottom of
the Sunnegga funicular railway
Dinner looking out on Mt Cervin in Sunnegga, altitude 2288 m
Return 21.30 at the latest

19.00
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PROGRAM DAY 3
8.30

Round table: What future for the human person faced with
robots? Participants: Alain Bensoussan, Laurence Devilliers,
Pierre Giorgini, Bertrand Vergely. Moderator: Jean Staune

9.30

Round table: Artificial intelligence: what impact in the workplace?
Participants: Michael Baeriswyl, Anna Ukhanova, Jean-Philippe
Desbiolles, Elisabeth Moreno, Eric Salobir. Moderator: Jean
Staune

10.30

Networking break

11.00

Round table: Private life and big data: what new human rights?
Participants: Andy Müller-Maguhn, Gilles Babinet, Carlos Moreira,
Nicolas Buttet, Sébastien Fanti. Moderator: Emmanuelle
Dancourt

12.00

Turningpoint

12.15

Conclusion: What humanity do we want?
Participants: Fr Nicolas Buttet, Bertrand Vergely, Christopher
Wasserman…

12.30

Double parallel workshops: Session 1
Led by: G. Babinet, J. P. Desbiolles, P. Giorgini, B. Vergely

13.15

Double parallel workshops: Session 2
Same leaders as session 1

14.00

End of conference. Lunch (optional)

15.30

Walking in Zermatt and the surrounding area

Zermatt Summit, Head Office
World Trade Center
Av. Gratta-Paille 2
CH – 1018 Lausanne (Suisse)
Contact Switzerland : +41 (21) 644 20 54
christopher.wasserman@zermattsummit.org
Contact France : +33 (0)1 45 78 85 52
staune@uip.edu

http://fr.zermattsummit2017.org
http://www.zermattsummit.org
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